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Our city street are laden with stories, song, and secrets...
In a city like Belfast, it's easy to feel like you know the place.
The same faces and spaces as you walk through the streets.
The same cup of coffee as you head into the office.
The same shouts of yeooooo spilling out of the pubs.
But there's much to uncover....
If you know where to look...

ABOUT US
Founded in 1994, Kabosh are a Belfast based theatre company that gives
voice to site, space, and people. We blend new writing with unusual
locations to create theatrical experiences that encourage audiences to
reimagine a space, a person, or a moment in time.
In addition to our work on stage, Kabosh have become the city's leading
provider of theatrical cultural walking tours. Our carefully crafted street
performances interrogate the shared heritage and history that's etched
into our public spaces, bringing Belfast's forgotten and hidden narratives
out of the shadows and into the limelight.
Our recent tours Belfast Entries and Quartered uncover the secrets and
stories of High Street and the Cathedral Quarter, encouraging you to
take a closer look at the streets you know so well....

Our Tours...
Belfast Entries: Explore the Labyrinth
Starting point: 2 Royal Avenue
End point: Pottingers Entry
Duration: 1 hour
Capacity: 15 - 20

Join us for an entertaining excursion into Belfast’s labyrinth of legends….
Belfast’s city streets are laden with stories, songs, and secrets – none more so
than the infamous Belfast Entries. This mysterious maze of passages and
passers-by would be easy to ignore, but there’s much to be revealed – if you
know where to look.
Uncover the mystery and history of these iconic alleyways in this new
theatrical walking tour from Kabosh.
You'll meet your guide - Nuala (without her hula) - at 2 Royal Avenue.
Nuala, a guardian of Belfast, has been sent down from her plinth to explore
the history and growth of the city since her birth 25 years ago (coinciding with
the signing of the Good Friday agreement).
She'll guide you through the hidden histories of Winecellar Entry, Crown Entry,
Wilson's Court, and Joy's Entry, before finishing up at Pottinger's Entry.
This one hour promenade performance is jam packed with site-specific
historical facts, and interspersed with poetry and song - with a smattering of
Belfast's unique dark humour thrown in for good measure.
"Absolutely fantastic. I’ve walked down these entries for years and had no idea of
their history. Now the names of them all make sense."
"Poetic script, rich with history and the echoes of the heroes of the past on our city
from Charis McRoberts brought vividly alive by Debra Hill. Highly recommended."
Audience Feedback

Our Tours...
Quartered: A Belfast Love Story
Starting point: The Dark Horse
End point: The Sunflower
Duration: 1 hour
Capacity: 10 - 15

Funny, poignant and deeply human Quartered: Belfast, A Love Story is an
immersive audio tour that explores the city from an LGBTQI+ perspective.
With your headphones in place, you'll be guided through the familiar streets of
Belfast's Cathedral Quarter, seeing everyday sights with fresh eyes, as if for
the first time.
Quartered opens a new conversation about how gender and sexuality inform
and shape how we move through our city, and how our city moves through us.
What is the LGBTQ+ experience of Belfast?
When the boundaries between quarters are drawn, who holds the pen?
How much power do we give ourselves to shape the city we live in?
This powerful tour gives you the opportunity to see the city in a new light, and
build an understanding of how your LGBTQI+ friends and family experience
life in Belfast - perfect for staff engagement during Pride.

'I found Quartered to be a moving piece of promenade theatre, forcing me to look
up from my own horizons to see Belfast as the canvass, the set, and listen to
someone else’s story… a triumph'
Review from Alan In Belfast
'A genuine reflection of the realities of queer individuals living in a post-Troubles
Belfast'
Review from Progrss

RECONNECTING
As we re-emerge from the pandemic and reconnect with our colleagues in person,
it can be a challenge to find the right events and activities to build team cohesion
and encourage staff back into the office.
Although working from home is here to stay, booking a walking tour for your staff
could be the perfect way to encourage them to reconnect with your business and
with each other.

RECONNECTING WITH THE CITY
These one hour walking tours are a unique incentive to encourage your team to
spend the day in the city, and the office:
Easily slotted into the working day at a time that suits you, we can also arrange
lunch with one of our partner venues.
Not everyone is comfortable attending big events yet. Our COVID compliant,
outdoor tours are perfect for small to mid-sized teams.
The perfect way for your team to rediscover Belfast and the perks of working in
the city.

RECONNECTING WITH EACH OTHER
After two years working apart, even the most cohesive team needs a reminder of
the camaraderie of in person collaboration. Taking a tour with Kabosh will:
Create a memorable shared experience your team will be talking about for
weeks.
Give staff a chance to walk, talk, and share memories prompted by their
experiences.
Highlight the diverse experience your team members have of the city centre
across generations, genders, and sexual orientations.
Promote cohesion and understanding across different experiences and points
of view.
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RECONNECTING
RECONNECTING WITH OURSELVES
The past few years have put additional pressure on us all, and taking some space
outside of our 'normal' can encourage us to create some space in our heads.
Taking a tour with Kabosh will:
Give staff time away from their desks and their routine to be fully immersed in
a theatrical experience.
Give your team the tools to walk through the city mindfully, and through new
perspectives.
Challenge stereotypes and stigma, and promote inclusion.
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DELIVERY
Our package of walking tours can be delivered to suit the needs of you and your
team. We can offer a range of dates and times to work around your schedule, and
can build a package tailored to your goals and priorities.
It may be more cost effective to deliver multiple tours on the same day, for
example, three groups of 15 could experience Belfast Entries for around £800.00.
Similarly, three groups of 10 could experience Quartered for £600.00.
Lunch or refreshments with one of our partner venues (The Dark Horse, Whites
Tavern, The Sunflower) can also be included for an additional charge.
If you'd like to book a tour, or want to chat more, please get in touch with
Andrew Hume, General Manager on:
andrew@kabosh.net / 07540477055

www.kabosh.net

@KaboshTheatre

